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Abstract
We present McAssoc, a deep learning approach to the as-
sociation of detection bounding boxes in different views of
a multi-camera system. The vast majority of the academia
has been developing single-camera computer vision algo-
rithms, however, little research attention has been directed
to incorporating them into a multi-camera system. In this
paper, we designed a 3-branch architecture that leverages
direct association and additional cross localization infor-
mation. A new metric, image-pair association accuracy
(IPAA) is designed specifically for performance evaluation
of cross-camera detection association. We show in the ex-
periments that localization information is critical to suc-
cessful cross-camera association, especially when similar-
looking objects are present. This paper is an experimental
work prior to MessyTable [4], which is a large-scale bench-
mark for instance association in mutliple cameras.
1. Introduction
The rapid advancements in convolutional neural net-
works (CNNs) have transformed the landscape of computer
vision research, leading to a boom of various high perform-
ing applications that takes advantage of deep learning’s ex-
ceptional capability in complicated interpretation and ro-
bustness against noise.
Despite the unprecedented performance, most works
have assumed a single camera set-up and little research at-
tention has been directed to building a multi-camera system
upon the existing works. Multi-camera detection systems
consist of synchronized cameras with overlapping views of
the same scene. Multi-camera systems are prevalent in real
life and extending a single-camera system to multi-camera
system has significant advantages. For example, an in-
door surveillance system can benefit from having multiple
view angles to handle severe occlusion when the area gets
crowded; an autonomous car can expand its field of view by
having several cameras mounted on the top; an unmanned
factory can strategically place a top camera to determine an
object’s location on the conveyor belt, while fusing with a
side camera that detects a label that is not visible from the
top. In a nutshell, a multiple-camera system alleviates the
effects of clustering, expands the field of view and allows
cross-camera fusion of high-level information.
Hence, we propose McAssoc, to build upon previous re-
search on the multi-camera systems but with a focus on de-
tection association. In this paper, we assumed object de-
tection models have been run for each of the synchronized
images, and McAssoc is placed at the end of these detec-
tion pipelines to associate bounding boxes across different
views.
In the past, bounding boxes are associated based on the
appearance features or location of the target objects. How-
ever, appearance features alone does not handle identical
objects; location information is prone to corner cases and
noisy detection. Hence, we propose a McAssoc module that
takes in inputs that combine both feature and location infor-
mation. The McAssoc module is designed to be versatile,
able to give different outputs with different heads. On top
of the McAssoc module, we design a 3-branch architecture
that utilizes the versatility of McAssoc modules for a highly
accurate and robust association of detection boxes.
Since the topic is less well-represented in the academia,
we implement a reasonably effective classical approach that
is commonly used to handle multi-camera object associa-
tion tasks based on homographic projection. We have also
implemented a version of McAssoc module that takes in
only the feature information to show location information
is important.
In addition, we collect a bounding box detection associ-
ation dataset to validate our arguments. The dataset is de-
signed to include challenging scenes where many similar-
or identical-looking objects are present.
2. Related Works
Many computer vision tasks are essentially association.
For example, optical flow [7] is the association of pixels
across frames to predict the movement of the camera or
the scene; similarly, tracking also uses temporal informa-
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tion and can be seen as an object-level association from one
frame to another; stereo vision, however, does not perform
association over the temporal but the spatial axes, and asso-
ciate pixels across cameras. There exists a gap where little
research attention has been shed on the object-level spatial
association, that is, multi-camera detection association.
In this section, we evaluate relevant research works, es-
pecially those which have a multi-camera component.
2.1. Monocular Detection
With recent advances in the deep neural network, the
accuracy of monocular detection has been drastically im-
proved. Both single-shot detector [18, 22, 16] and two-stage
detector[23, 3] offer decent results in real applications. The
model trained with properly labeled data is capable of locat-
ing target objects with a class label at one shot. However,
all these methods are designed for a single-camera setup.
One major drawback is the model has no clue where to find
the target objects when heavy occlusions are imposed. This
is caused by the inherent lack of global information with
such a single-camera setup, which highlights the need for a
multi-camera detection system.
2.2. Feature-Based Multi-Camera Detection
Great efforts have been put into extending monocular de-
tection to multi-camera detection. One main approach to
fusing information captured from a different perspective is
to compare the appearance of target objects bound by detec-
tion boxes. Features of target objects can be either extracted
using a classical algorithm[2], or a deep neural network[14].
By comparing a pair of features from different viewpoints
using a binary classifier, one can determine whether they
belong to the same target object.
An efficient way of feature matching or fusion is crucial
in tasks with multiple inputs since it determines the pairing
results for a feature-based approach. One vanilla approach
would be transforming the feature map into feature vectors
followed by a concatenation operation for two vectors [10].
However, to find out the stronger interrelations between fea-
tures, a novel method with a new correlation layer proposed
in [24] is then developed to produce a finer matching.
2.3. Location-Based Probability Occupancy Map
Distance between feature points of target objects can be
strong evidence indicating the pairing relationship between
captured images of target objects. In [6], a probability occu-
pancy map (POM) is established to estimate the presences
of people in the scene to assist the tracking and detection of
pedestrians with a multi-camera setup. However, this series
of work does not give explicit association results between
bounding boxes across camera views.
2.4. Tracking
A similar task of multi-camera detection would be track-
ing. Both of these two tasks require multiple inputs for out-
put purpose. With the wide usage of deep neural network
in computer vision, tracking algorithm evolves from rela-
tive simple architecture [10] to a much more advanced im-
plementation [15] recently. However, there are two major
differences between tracking tasks and multi-camera detec-
tion, which limits the direct transfer of method from track-
ing. While the temporal information is the dominant factor
people mainly cope with in tracking tasks, spatial informa-
tion instead in multi-camera detection triggers more atten-
tion from researchers because images are taken from dif-
ferent points of view synchronously. The other major dif-
ference is in most tracking scenarios, the scene or the back-
ground is not changing except the target objects are moving.
2.5. Relative Extrinsic Parameters between Multi-
ple Views
Relative camera pose estimation is a task that takes in a
pair of images and outputs the relative extrinsic parameters
between the two respective cameras by which the images
are captured. Previous studies [20, 12, 29] have all used
a similar architecture that involves a Siamese feature ex-
traction stage, followed by feature matching and global re-
gression. Multi-sensor calibration [26] and visual servoing
[11] are also applications of such architecture for they re-
quire estimations of relative extrinsic parameters. Although
McAssoc does not require accurate relative extrinsic param-
eters, understanding the relative camera poses is crucial for
finding the correspondences of objects in two views.
2.6. Stereo Vision
Stereo vision uses two cameras and estimates the depth
of each pixel by finding correspondences of pixels in two
views. However, the two cameras are usually placed side
by side to capture subtly different images [8]. However,
this property is not applicable in the multi-camera associ-
ation task because the cameras are usually placed at vastly
different angles and positions.
3. Neural Network
3.1. McAssoc Module
We firstly design a versatile McAssoc module that has
two possible heads to choose from for mask or association
score computation. Note any module instance has only one
of the two heads, not both. The association score represents
how likely two instances belong to the same object. Al-
though a McAssoc module with association score head is by
itself a decent design for association prediction, we topped
it with several other McAssoc modules with different heads
Figure 1: McAssoc Module with Two Possible Heads
to build the 3-branch architecture that gives a highly accu-
rate and robust prediction.
We designed the input to have an RGB image and an
attention mask of the same size (both resized to 224× 224)
to encode both feature and location information.
The RGB image serves two purposes: firstly, similar to a
camera pose estimation task [20, 12], pixel correspondences
can be found from two images to find the spatial relation-
ship between the two views; secondly, the full image pro-
vides feature information in the neighborhood of the target
object, which extends feature-based association to include
the immediate surrounding in addition to the target object
itself.
The attention mask is inspired by Box Attention[13], the
values of pixels that are outside the bounding box are set
to 0 whereas those inside are 1. The attention mask implic-
itly provides location information. The full RGB images
enable interpretation of the relative camera poses that allow
bounding boxes in different views, which are marked by the
attention box, to be related spatially. Note that no camera
extrinsic parameters are passed to the network; the model
interprets the relative camera poses internally.
A Siamese architecture [1] is used in the feature extrac-
tion stage for the two inputs. Each input firstly goes through
the channel reduction layer, a convolutional layer that re-
duces the channel number from 4 to 3. Hence, the input is
then compatible with any of the mainstream backbones (we
use the light-weight ResNet-18 in this paper; details can be
found in 7.3). The weights of the channel reduction layer
and the backbones for two inputs are shared.
The matching of two feature maps, fA, fB ∈ Rh×w×d,
from the feature extractor is done by a correlation layer [24]
which is formulated as:
cAB(i, j, k) = fB(i,j)
T fA(ik,jk)
To put in words, the column of size d at (i, j) of feature map
fA is taken out to be a vector fA. Similarly, a vector fB at
(ik, jk) of the feature map fB is taken out. The dot product
of these two vectors are placed at (i, j, k) of the output fea-
ture map cAB of size (h,w, h × w). In detail, for each fA,
it loops through the entire fB (at each (ik, jk)), obtaining
total h×w dot product values and place these values at the
same row and column indices (i, j) of the cAB . We imple-
ment a vectorized, much faster implementation that in our
source code.
A channel interaction layer follows the correlation layer
to allow further interaction within the correlated feature
map as well as control the channel depth to 64.
Two types of heads can be attached afterward for differ-
ent purposes.
• Association head. The association head contains two
convolution layers with batch normalization, flatten-
ing and two fully connected layers. ReLU is used as
the activation function except for the last layer where
sigmoid is used. It outputs a single association score.
• Mask head. The mask head contains 4 transpose con-
volution layers (referred by many as deconvolution
layers) that upsample the feature map to match the size
of the original input image size with depth 1. Sigmoid
activation is applied before output, which is the pre-
dicted attention mask. Note for mask head, the atten-
tion mask in input 2 is set as all-zero.
For both heads, binary cross entropy loss is used (for
mask head, the loss is used at pixel level):
LossBCE = − 1
N
N∑
i=1
yi · log(yˆi) + (1− yi) · log(1− yˆi)
3.2. 3-branch Architecture
We also take one step further to design a 3-branch archi-
tecture, that comprises of two McAssoc modules with mask
head (referred as mask module below) and three McAssoc
modules with association score head (referred below as as-
sociation module).
The central association module is easy to understand as
it takes in two inputs, each has a full image and an attention
mask, to predict if the two objects are the same instance.
The other two association modules take advantage of the
mask module’s ability to provide cross-location information
(takes in an object’s location in one image, predicts the ob-
ject’s location in another image). We argue that localization
information is critical especially when similar-looking ob-
jects are present.
In Figure 2, take the yellow mask module for example,
it takes in two inputs: first, image 2 (I2) and the attention
mask of image 2 (M2); second, image 1 and a all-zero atten-
tion mask M0. The yellow mask module thus predicts the
attention mask of image 1 (Mˆ1). Then I1 is combined with
the predicted mask Mˆ1 as an input to one of the association
modules (the one at the bottom). This association module
also takes in Image 1 and the true attention mask (I1M1).
The idea is straightforward: if the items in two images are
the same instance, the predicted mask should be close to
the true mask. In addition, the association module is trained
with the case where two inputs are generated from the same
camera view so it can handle such a situation.
The voting layer can simply take the average or the max-
imum of the three association scores coming out of the as-
sociation modules. However, we use 3 layers of fully con-
nected layers to learn a strategy to assign weights to the
scores.
4. Dataset
Multi-camera detection association is not sufficiently
studied. This can be partially attributed to a lack of large-
scale datasets [6]. The existing datasets are small and not
designed for object detection association [21]. For example,
several datasets for probabilistic occupancy map problems
[5] provides ground truth occupancy maps 1 but no associa-
tion labels (if one bounding boxes is associated with another
one in another camera view) can be extracted. Hence, we
designed a rig to collect a dataset for training.
4.1. Design
The setup consists of a turntable that is driven by an elec-
trical motor and rotate at a constant rate. Three cameras are
installed around the turntable, one view from the top and
the rest at the side (left and right). A scene refers to an
1Occupancy maps are virtual grids on the ground and each grid contains
a binary value to indicate if there is a person present in the grid.
arrangement of items on the turntable surface. 20 sets of
synchronized images (each set consists of 3 synchronized
images) are taken at a constant interval during one revolu-
tion of the turntable for each scene. We collected 50 scenes
in total.
It is important to note that although only 3 cameras are
used, much more camera poses can be utilized: as the
turntable rotates, the camera poses relative to the turntable
changes, hence, a total 60 different camera poses are avail-
able for cross-camera association.
Three types of items are used: casino chips, playing
cards, and cash. These types of items are selected because a
large number of similar features within each type can be ob-
tained through different combinations of individual items.
For example, a stack of casino chips can contain an arbi-
trary number of chips of any values. An object in the data
set can be a stack of casino chips, a playing card or several
pieces of overlapping cash notes.
The arrangement of items is designed to be challenging:
identical (at least in one view) items are purposely placed
in the same scene. For example, two stacks of the same
combination of casino chips, two pieces of cash bill of the
same value and so on. In addition, items are placed in dense
clusters to allow significantly overlapping bounding boxes
to add the confusion.
4.2. Annotation
The list of items used is known and not changed within
one scene. We annotate all bounding boxes and assign each
bounding box an index. The data is labeled in the following
stages: 1. We annotate all foreground objects with bounding
boxes in all images. 2. We select an image from the scene
in which all objects are visible. We refer to this image as
the reference image. We assign index 1 to n to the bounding
boxes in the reference image. 3. Bounding boxes in other
images are assigned the same index as their corresponding
box in the reference image.
4.3. Example Generation
For each bounding box in each image, a bounding box of
the same index can be found in another image in the scene
to form a positive example. However, the number of nega-
tive examples is very large as any bounding box with a dif-
ferent index can form a negative example with the current
bounding box. Hence, we define data amount as the num-
ber of negative examples found for each positive examples.
If the data amount is more than 1×, the positive example is
resampled to balance the number of negative examples.
4.4. Noises
4.4.1 Imperfect bounding boxes
Our annotators are trained to annotate tight-fitting bound-
ing boxes. However, the actual detection bounding boxes
Figure 2: 3-Branch Architecture. Images with attention mask are fed into three different association modules to achieve
better association prediction. The association score is obtained by utilizing all three branches.
are usually not fully overlapping with ground truths. The re-
search community uses mIoU from 0.5 to 0.95 as the thresh-
old to gauge the performance of detection models [17]. As
McAssoc is assumed to be used downstream of detection
models, we also test manually adding in noises to the lo-
cation and the dimension of the bounding boxes. We gen-
erate random imperfect bounding boxes from the original
ground-truth given the IoU of the two boxes. Implementa-
tion can be found in our source code.
4.4.2 False or missed detections
Detection models can give false positive (the model pre-
dicts a bounding box but there is no ground truth object, a
false detection) or false negative (the model does not predict
bounding box but there is a ground truth object, a missed
detection) results.
To simulate false detection, we test adding in a random
number of bounding boxes. The bounding box location and
dimension are randomly sampled from the range for which
the minimum and maximum is defined by the extremes of
the distribution of the ground truth bounding boxes. Hence,
the ’fake’ bounding boxes are generated to be realistic as
they do not appear at strange corners or have unusual di-
mensions.
To simulate missed detection, simply a random number
of ground truth bounding boxes are removed from each im-
age.
5. Classical Approach
As there is often a dominant 2D plane that can be found
in our applications (such as a multi-camera surveillance sys-
tem that monitors pedestrians on the flat road surface, or in
our dataset, objects on a flat table surface), homographic
projection is appropriate to transform bounding boxes from
one camera to another. For systems that contain more than
two cameras, one camera can be seen as the main camera
and bounding boxes in the rest of the cameras’ views can
be projected to the main camera. In our setup, the top (bird
view) camera is chosen to be the main camera for clearest
visualization of the association results.
Projection of the entire bounding box in the sindexe view
is both inappropriate and unnecessary because only the bot-
tom edge can be regarded as ”touching” the surface of in-
terest (the tabletop), the rest of the bounding box, however,
forms an elongated trapezium that does not have relevant
physical meaning. We thus only consider the middle point
of the bottom edge of the bounding box in the side view to
be the key point to be projected. For the bounding box in
the top view, the center is used as the key point.
The homographic projection is:
s
[
p′
1
]
= H ×
[
p
1
]
where p and p′ are points (vectors consisting of x, y) before
and after projection.
Hence, two lists of key points (m top view key points
and n projected side view key points) can be matched as a
maximum matching with minimum total cost problem, for
which the cost is defined to be the pixel distance between
two key points from two lists.
The cost matrix is thus fomulated as:
Cij = ||pi − pj||, C ∈ Rn×m
Kuhn-Munkres algorithm (also known as the Hungarian
algorithm) is used. Note that for each object, a threshold
t is applied and all cost values higher than the threshold
is invalidated before matching by setting to the same value
higher than t (for example, t+ 1). After matching, a match
with such an invalid cost is also rejected.
5.1. Analysis
The classical approach requires well-calibrated distor-
tion parameters for the flat surface assumption to hold. In
addition, the homography matrix should be computed on-
line through key point matching algorithms such as ORB
[25] or SIFT [19] or calibrated either beforehand. Compu-
tation of the homography matrix can introduce new errors
due to noises and the presence of feature points that do not
belong to the flat surface. In our implementation, the ma-
trix is calibrated by the manual marking of corresponding
points but this is a labor-intensive task and thus results in
poor scalability. Also, as the cameras can be subjected to
collision or shaking which requires recalibration.
Moreover, as the middle point of the bottom edge of the
bounding box is used as the key point, it suffers from im-
perfect bounding box parameters (x and y for the location
of the bounding box in the image and w and h for the di-
mensions). It is very common to have bounding boxes that
do not tightly enclose the objects, leading to errors of the
pixel coordinates of the key points.
Furthermore, as the side view has no depth information,
the projected key point will never coincide with the top view
key point (which is the center of the bounding box) but dif-
fer by at least the distance from the center to its closest edge
even if the bounding box is tight. This property poses no
impact on the global optimum matching as long as perfect
detection can be assumed. However, it is very common to
have false detection (associated with precision) and missed
detection (association with recall), such corner cases can
disturb the matching severely.
In addition, the threshold t has to be tuned. Too large the
value results in poor matching accuracy, too small the value
rejects correct matching. It is especially difficult to tune the
value when the objects of interest have a large variety of
sizes.
Very importantly, the classical method makes sense only
if the main camera has its image plane parallel to the dom-
inant 2D plane in the scene. Otherwise, the pixel distance
cannot be compared to determine the closeness of the ob-
jects as the same pixel distance indicate larger physical dis-
tance further away from the camera.
The analysis is supported by experiments in Section 7.5
6. Experiments on Localization
In Figure 2 and Section 3, the McAssoc modules with
mask head (refer below as mask module) provide cross
localization information. We conduct experiments on the
mask module to evaluate its performance on location mask
prediction.
Identical to its actual role in the 3-branch architecture,
the mask module is given two sets of input, each consists of
a full image (3-channel) and an attention image (1-channel
and binary). The attention mask in output 2, however, has
all values set to 0.
As mentioned above, the attention mask indicates the ob-
ject of interest. Hence, the mask module is tasked to predict
the actual attention mask for the full image in output 2 that
overlaps with the same object of interest in input 1.
6.1. Training
Similar to semantic segmentation task, the module gives
a pixel-level prediction. However, since there is only one
class, we train the module with a binary cross-entropy loss,
supervised with the actual attention mask of the full image
in input 2.
In addition, the attention area can be small (for example,
a chip occupies typically 0.5% of the total image area), we
place a significantly larger weight on pixels with a positive
label. Positive weight, 2× 104, is empirically optimal in
this case.
6.2. Results and Visualization
We evaluate the quality of the predicted attention mask
by computing its intersection of union (IoU) with the
ground truth mask. The ground truth mask is essentially
a binary map where the bounding box is filled with one and
the rest is filled with zero. An average IoU across all test
examples is around 0.25.
To better demonstrate the performance, the predicted
mask is superimposed on the full image in input 2:
pi,j,c = pi,j,c × (0.5 + 0.5× mˆi,j)
where c ∈ {r, g, b}, i, j are the row and column indices,
mˆi,j ∈ (0.0, 1.0) is the pixel value in the mask prediction.
This computation essentially maps pixel values to 0.5 to 1.0
of its original values based on the mask prediction value that
is between 0.0 and 1.0. Visualization result can be seen in
Figure 3
In conclusion, the mask module can accurately locate the
object of interest in the full image in input 2 by predicting a
highly overlapped attention mask.
(a) Attention mask predicted for a playing card.
(b) Attention mask predicted for a chip stack.
(c) Attention mask predicted for a chip stack. Interestingly, two
areas in the image are highlighted because there are two identical
stacks of chips when viewed from the top. However, the correct
chip stack is predicted to have a higher likelihood as it is visualized
to be brighter.
Figure 3: The visualization of prediction of attention mask
in the right image based on the item in the left image. The
red boxes are the ground truth bounding boxes.
7. Experiments on Association
We conduct experiments on perfect data without noise
except for Section 7.5 where noises are added in.
7.1. Training
To train the McAssoc and feature-only models, 40 of
the 50 scenes from the hard dataset are used in the train-
ing set. For each synchronized image pair (top-left or top-
right), bounding boxes in the main image can be paired with
the bounding box of the same class (e.g. casino chips) in
the side image to form the examples. Note bounding boxes
of the different class do not participate in the matching as
cross-class matching results in too many negative examples
and it is unnecessary in real-life application. All training
examples are mixed and shuffled to form batches of size 96.
7.2. Metrics
Considering the real-life application of a multi-camera
system, we introduce a very strict metric, Image-Pair Asso-
ciation Accuracy (IPAA), to evaluate multi-camera associa-
tion results.
For each image-pair, only if all bounding boxes are asso-
ciated correctly, the image-pair is counted as correct. This
requires an object in one image to be only matched to max-
imum one object in another, and no ground truth matchings
are omitted.
We also report the regular Average Precision (AP) met-
ric as for each bounding box pair, the output association
score has a range of 0 to 1 and the label is binary (0 or 1).
However, we show in the experiments that IPAA is a more
indicative metric: it can be used to differentiate methods
that have similar AP.
7.3. Experiment Results
We have implemented variations of the 3-branch archi-
tecture searching for the optimal network design.In this pa-
per, we adopted three popular neural network architecture
(ResNet[9], VGG[27], EfficientNet[28]) as our backbone
serves as feature extractor. Experiment results can be found
in 1
Backbone Params AP IPAA
ResNet18 11M 0.996 0.9578
VGG16 138.36M 0.996 0.9544
EfficientNet0 5.3M 0.999 0.9756
Table 1: Image-Pair Association Accuracy Results of 3-
branch architecture
Although the feature extraction backbones in each
McAssoc module share weights, there is no weight sharing
between separate McAssoc modules. In this section, how-
ever, we attempt to allow sharing of the weights amongst
McAssoc modules to decrease the number of parameters.
Backbone Params AP IPAA
ResNet18 11M 0.996 0.9511
VGG16 138.36M 0.995 0.9322
EfficientNet0 5.3M 0.999 0.9771
Table 2: Image-Pair Association Accuracy results of 3-
branch architecture with sharing weights
Sharing weights significantly reduce the number of pa-
rameters without significantly compromising on the perfor-
mance. It is viable for systems that require light-weight
models.
7.4. Ablation Studies
7.4.1 Branches
To prove the mask modules help the final prediction of
the association score, we compare the 3-branch architec-
ture with a single branch counterpart, that is essentially a
single McAssoc module with a head for association score
prediction.
Architecture Backbone AP IPAA
Single Branch Res18 0.993 0.9361
Single Branch VGG16 0.991 0.9223
Single Branch EN0 0.995 0.9542
3-Branch Res18 0.996 0.9578
3-Branch VGG16 0.995 0.9544
3-Branch EN0 0.999 0.9756
Table 3: Image-Pair Accuracy results of 3-branch architec-
ture with sharing weights. The testing data is rather clean
and simple. Refer to Table 3 for results with noise which is
similar to real scenarios.
It is found out that having the additional information pro-
vided by the mask modules (McAssoc modules with mask
head), the performance is further boosted.
7.4.2 Scene understanding and location information
We carefully design the input to include the full images to
allow scene understanding. The attention mask also pro-
vides the location information of the object in the entire
image. To evaluate this input setup is superior to the intu-
itive approach where the object is cropped out, we also im-
plement the feature-only approach which simply removes
the attention mask. To let the model know which object to
match, the object is cropped out and resized to the original
image size.
Method Backbone IPAA
Feature-only Res18 0.0940
McAssoc Res18 0.9578
Table 4: Comparison of Image-Pair Association Accuracy
between Feature-only and McAssoc
It is worth noting that feature-only approach performs
horribly on the strict IPAA metric because the dataset in-
cludes item instances that have very similar if not identical
appearances.
The obvious limitation of a feature-only approach is that,
if there exist many objects with very similar or even the
same features (in at least one of the views), they cannot be
distinguished if the only feature is used and the matching
can fail.
7.5. Comparison against classical approach
In this section, we compare the McAssoc model with the
classical approach to different noise types. Refer to Table 5,
McAssoc outperforms classical approach by a clear margin
in terms of error handling.
Noise Type Data Amount Model/ Method IPAA
NN / Classical 0.8767
NN 8x 3-Branch 0.9578
FD / Classical 0.3958
FD 8x 3-Branch 0.4822
IBB / Classical 0.7967
IBB 8x 3-Branch 0.8044
MD / Classical 0.5067
MD 8x 3-Branch 0.9500
All / Classical 0.3533
All 1x 3-Branch 0.3989
All 2x 3-Branch 0.4367
All 4x 3-Branch 0.5233
All 8x 3-Branch 0.5356
Table 5: Comparison of Image-Pair Association Accu-
racy Results of 3-branch architecture and Classical Ap-
proach;NN: No Noise; FD: False Detection; IBB: Imper-
fect Bounding Box; MD: Missed Detection; All: False De-
tection + Imperfect Bounding Box + Missed Detection; The
definition of Data Amount can be found in Section 4.3
It is worth noting that false detection is the major cause
of the drop in IPAA for both classical approach and 3-
Branch deep neural network. False detection adds in noisy
points that can disturb matching severely. For the deep
learning approach, false detection generated might be close
to ground truth items that cause confusions.
Missed detection does not affect the accuracy of McAs-
soc since it can be interpreted as removing some positive ex-
amples only. However, for the classical approach, the miss-
ing points can lead to less optimal matching, hurting accu-
racy. Also, noises can have coupling effects which might
accidentally cancel each other.
For the case when all noises are applied (which is the
case in real life), it is observed that the deep learning model
is performing better than the classical approach even trained
with minimum data. As the training set size increases, our
solution becomes more advantageous.
8. Conclusion
The McAssoc modules and the 3-branch architecture
built upon it have been proven to be effective in tackling
the multi-camera detection association problem. The pro-
posed deep learning approach does not only perform better
than the classical approach but is also more robust when
subjected to various noises that are commonly found in real
applications. We show in the experiments that merging ap-
pearance features and localization information is important
for multi-camera association.
This paper aims to raise research interest in the multi-
camera system and McAssoc modules as well as serves as
the benchmark for deep learning approach towards cross-
camera detection bounding box association.
9. Appendix
9.1. Additional Experiments
9.1.1 Realistic (Noisy) Data
In Section 7 of the paper, all models, except those in Sec-
tion 7.5, are tested on perfect, noise-free data. Although
these comparisons are meant to evaluate the upper limit of
the performances these models could achieve, we believe
showing their performances on more realistic data (where
noises are added) can provide readers with a better view of
the strengths of deep learning models over the classical ap-
proach.
NT DA Model/ Method IPAA
All / Classical 0.3533
All 1x 3-Branch(Res18) 0.3989
All 1x 3-Branch(EN0) 0.3978
All 1x 3-Branch(VGG) 0.3444
All 2x 3-Branch(Res18) 0.4367
All 2x 3-Branch(EN0) 0.4356
All 2x 3-Branch(VGG) 0.3998
All 4x 3-Branch(Res18) 0.5233
All 4x 3-Branch(EN0) 0.5244
All 4x 3-Branch(VGG) 0.4913
All 8x 3-Branch(Res18) 0.5356
Table 6: Comparison of Image-Pair Association Accuracy
(IPAA) results of 3-branch architecture (with various back-
bones and data amount) and classical approach; NT: Noise
Type; DA: Data Amount
It is observed in Table 6 of the Supplementary Material,
for various backbones we have tested, even with minimal
training data, are generally performing better than the clas-
sical approach in terms of the strict metric IPAA. The per-
formances of the models improve substantially when train-
ing data increases. Amongst three backbones, VGG-16 is
the bulkiest, yet not as good as the other two. This can be
attributed to the fact that VGG-16 is a relatively old design.
In contrast, the newer ResNet-18 and the recently released
EfficientNet performs even better with only a fraction of the
number of parameters.
9.1.2 Realistic (Noisy) Data with Post-Processing
The loss used in the classical approach is pixel distance
between two points, for which finding a suitable thresh-
old value to separate a match and a non-match is diffi-
cult. Hence, the classical approach has to include a post-
processing stage to assign matches by optimizing globally.
Our deep learning models, however, output association
score that falls within a range between 0 and 1. Hence, it is
intuitive to set a threshold of 0.5 to determine if two points
are matched. However, having all the matches optimized
globally will surely increase the chance of getting all the
matches right: for an item in one view, the network might
give high association scores to multiple items in the other
view that all look similar but there should be at most only
one match; optimizing globally can reject those with rela-
tively low scores.
In Table 3 of the Supplementary Material, it is observed
that even without post-processing, the deep learning models
are significantly better than the classical approach. When
added post-processing in the evaluation stage, notable im-
provements (as large as 0.2 or 20%) are observed.
Note that post-processing is added only in evaluation; the
training is end-to-end;
NT DA Model/ Method IPAA
All / Classical 0.3533
All 4x 3-Branch(Res18) 0.5233
All 4x 3-Branch(Res18) + KM 0.6556
All 4x 3-Branch(EN0) 0.5244
All 4x 3-Branch(EN0) + KM 0.7511
All 4x 3-Branch(VGG) 0.4913
All 4x 3-Branch(VGG) + KM 0.6021
All 8x 3-Branch(Res18) 0.5356
All 8x 3-Branch(Res18) + KM 0.7556
Table 7: Comparison of Image-Pair Association Accu-
racy (IPAA) results of 3-branch architecture (with post-
processing adopting KM Algorithm) and classical approach
9.2. Additional Explanations
We provide more detailed explanations on the use
of Kuhn-Munkres algorithm and the effects of imperfect
bounding boxes on the results of the classical approach.
9.2.1 Kuhn-Munkres algorithm
Kuhn-Munkres algorithm is used for maximum bipartite
matching with minimum loss. That is, give two sets of ver-
tices, we hope to draw a maximum number of edges, while
the sum of losses associated with each edge is minimized.
In our case, the loss is the pixel distance between vertices:
the further away the vertices are from each other, the larger
the loss.
The output of the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm gives an as-
signment matrix that has the same shape as the cost matrix.
In the assignment matrix, values at row i and column j can
only be 1 or 0, indicating a match or a non-match between
bounding box i in image 1 and bounding box j in image 2.
The assignment satisfies that one bounding box from one
image can only be matched to maximum one bounding box
in the other image (there are maximum one ”1” in each row
and each column), also the sum of all losses of assignments
are minimal.
9.2.2 Impacts of False orMissed Detection on Classical
Approach
In Section 7.5 of the paper, we evaluate the performance
drops due to noises in detection. In this section (Figure 6
and Figure 5, we explain the classical approach’ sensitivity
to false and missed detection with visualization.
9.3. Dataset
We visualize some synchronized images with all anno-
tated bounding boxes from the dataset. The index of the
bounding boxes are indicated as numbers in the boxes.
Bounding boxes with the same index indicate association.
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